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In the almost five years that I have served as Bishop of the Church of Eastern Montana, I have 
learned much of what is expected of a Bishop. In this position, as in other vocations in life today, 
there are tremendously enjoyable aspects of this ministry. These include especially the 
opportunity to be with the people of the Diocese, to visit parish communities, and to celebrate 
the Eucharist with others. I regret that time and distance do not allow me to visit each 
community more often. !
I have no hesitancy in my position to challenge myself and others to spiritual renewal and the 
need for growth in understanding and appreciating our heritage as a Roman Catholic faith 
community. I also do not hesitate to challenge young people to consider the possibility of a 
vocation to priesthood and/or religious life as well as encouraging others to prepare well for the 
commitment they will make to each other in marriage. Yet, there is one responsibility which is 
part of the ministry of Bishop and priest which is quite difficult - and that is to ask for your 
material support and financial assistance. !
Yet, it is this task that I share with the Church of Eastern Montana this coming week when we 
appeal for your help and support for the 1983 CARE AND SHARE Appeal. This once a year 
appeal replaces the usual assessment made of parishes and also substitutes for the dozen 
special collections for national and international needs which are taken up in most dioceses as 
second collections in the course of a year. Moreover, no parish community has a set goal which 
must be met. Rather, the appeal is simple and direct. The Church of Eastern Montana needs 
your help to fulfill its own mission and to support the mission of the Church in our nation and the 
world. !
CARE AND SHARE is not the Bishop's appeal, but rather the appeal of people in our Diocese to 
express their Christian care for others by sharing their material resources with others. The 
contribution made helps countless people in direct ways in education and liturgy, with retired 
priests and religious, through programs of renewal and assistance to the poor, the needy, and 
the obligation we have to share our faith with others. This once a year appeal is an extraordinary 
approach to fulfill our responsibility as a Diocesan Church; it requests an extraordinary response 
through your generous and sacrificial gift. !
Next weekend is the annual CARE AND SHARE Appeal! May I ask for your support and 
assistance? This is a once a year request. Your response helps the Church of Eastern Montana 
continue Christ's command to Peter: Tend my sheep! Thank you for your generous response 
and your prayers. 
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